
C H A P T E R  O N E : 

W H Y  D E S I G N ?

Every manager needs design. You can’t grow a business without it. But what is it? Asked to describe design, Tim 
Brennan of Apple’s Creative Services group drew the following picture:1

? $

Design, this clever definition asserts, is simply magic. It is an utter enigma, a mysterious no-man’s-land where 
only the brave (and the brilliant) dare tread. It mocks any idea that a formal process could exist for navigating those 
many hairpin turns. Sure—we’d all like to discover the equivalent of the iPod in our own businesses. But mere 
mortals—especially business types—are out of their league when it comes to unleashing that kind of innovation 
and growth. And so we throw up our hands and go back to poring over spreadsheets and market research reports 
in our search for the next silver bullet, the next catalyst for growth.
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1 2  D E S I G N I N G  F O R  G R O W T H

BUSINESS DESIGN

Underlying Assumptions
Rationality, objectivity;  
Reality as fixed and quantifiable

Subjective experience;  
Reality as socially constructed

Method
Analysis aimed at proving one  
“best” answer

Experimentation aimed at iterating 
toward a “better” answer

Process Planning Doing

Decision Drivers Logic; Numeric models
Emotional insight;
Experiential models

Values
Pursuit of control and stability;
Discomfort with uncertainty

Pursuit of novelty;
Dislike of status quo

Levels of Focus Abstract or particular
Iterative movement between  
abstract and particular

It seems, then, that business is from Mars and design is from Venus (to borrow an oft-used phrase). So why even 
try to put them together? Because—like most opposites—they have a lot to offer each other. 

You’re Not in Kansas Anymore

In today’s increasingly fast-paced and unpredictable environment, business needs design precisely because of all 
the differences we’ve noted:

First, design is all about action, and business too often gets stuck at the talking stage. Let’s face it—despite 
all our planning and analyzing and controlling, business’s track record at translating its rhetoric into results is not 
impressive. The academics who study these things estimate that only somewhere between 10 percent and 60 percent 
of the promised returns of new strategies are actually delivered.5 Not much of a performance, even at the high end 
of the estimates. Practices that consume enormous amounts of our time and attention—like writing mission state-
ments—produce discouraging results. One recent global study found that an impressive 82 percent of the 300-plus 
firms surveyed had mission statements. Unfortunately, less than half the managers interviewed thought that those 
statements had anything to do with the reality of their day-to-day business.6
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C H A P T E R  T W O :

F O U R  Q U E S T I O N S ,  T E N  T O O L S

Remember the drawing of the design process in Chapter 1? Here is ours:

What is? What if? What wows? What works?? $

We start and end in the same place as Apple’s Tim Brennan, but we’ve untangled the hairball into a manage-
able process. Despite a lot of fancy vocabulary like “ideation” and “co-creation,” the design process deals with four 
very basic questions, which correspond to the four stages of the process: What is? What if? What wows? and What 
works? The What is stage explores current reality. What if envisions a new future. What wows makes some choices.  
What works takes us into the marketplace. The widening and narrowing of the bands around each question represent 
what designers call “divergent” and “convergent” thinking. In the early part of each stage of the design thinking 
process, we are progressively expanding our field of vision, looking as broadly and expansively around us as possible 
in order not to be trapped by our usual problem framing and pre-existing set of solutions. After we have generated 
a new set of concepts, we begin to reverse the process by converging, progressively narrowing down our options to 
the most promising.
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2 2  D E S I G N I N G  F O R  G R O W T H

There are ten essential tools that a design thinker uses to address the four questions, to navigate this pattern of 
divergent and convergent thinking. These are the tools you need to create new possibilities and (equally important) 
reduce the risk as you manage the inevitable uncertainty of growth and innovation. The rest of this book will unpack 
each of these stages and tools, and help you apply them to your own growth challenges. First, we want to look at 
how the process unfolds across the four questions, and how each tool fits within it, acknowledging that this model 
imposes an artificial linearity on a very fluid process.
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1
Visualization

What is? What if? What wows? What works?

As we get started, we want to call your attention to a very special design tool: visualization (tool 1). This is really 
a “meta” tool, so fundamental to the way designers work that it shows up in virtually every stage in the process of 
designing for growth. Often, visualization is integral to the other tools we will talk about. It is an approach for iden-
tifying, organizing, and communicating in ways that access “right brain” thinking while decreasing our dependency 
on “left brain” media such as numbers. Visualization consciously inserts visual imagery into our work processes and 
focuses on bringing an idea to life, simplifying team collaboration and (eventually) creating stories that go to the 
heart of how designers cultivate empathy in every phase of their work and use it to generate excitement for new ideas.
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2 6  D E S I G N I N G  F O R  G R O W T H

information on your organization’s own capabilities and resources (and that of key competitors) is also essential. 
And we’ll want to recognize early on the capabilities we are missing and locate the right partner to provide them. 
All this involves a value chain analysis (tool 3).
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What is? What if? What wows? What works?

In our Pfizer example, the research produced important insights, not just into how smokers framed their “prob-
lem” but also around the larger issue of what it took to kick the habit. The Pfizer team realized that Nicorette usually 
did not work as well in isolation; success involved a multipronged program involving counseling, hypnosis, or some 
kind of clinic or support group. None of these seemed like opportunities that would leverage the organization’s 
strengths. Pfizer would need to position itself in a new value chain, alongside partners that could provide comple-
mentary offerings.

When do you know that you’ve explored enough? This is always a judgment call. There is a deluge of low-quality 
information available from sources like the Internet. But high-quality information usually requires field research, 
which is expensive and time consuming, so we don’t want to chase data we don’t need. Figuring out what you need 
is not always easy. But keep in mind that the primary objective in this exploration stage is not to build a “business 
case” for any particular idea. That comes later. The purpose here is to prepare to generate ideas—not evaluate them. 
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2 8  D E S I G N I N G  F O R  G R O W T H

Pfizer executives hypothesized about a new approach to reaching out to customers: What if, instead of presenting 
doctors in lab coats helping smokers with a medical problem caused by a chemical addiction, the company could offer 
coaches in sweat suits encouraging smokers to adopt a different training regimen? Pfizer knew that it also needed to 
incorporate Nicorette into a multifaceted smoking cessation program that would address not just the addiction but 
broader lifestyle choices. The company hoped to find a way to achieve this without investing in bricks-and-mortar 
elements, like health clubs and clinics. Eventually, the team found a small firm in Scandinavia that had developed a 
behavior modification program based on tailored reminder messages, delivered via cell phones.
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What is? What if? What wows? What works?

We will approach the ideation challenge using a familiar tool, brainstorming (tool 5), although we will apply 
it with more structure than the free-form approach often used. A disciplined approach to brainstorming is crucial 
to overcome its inherent pitfalls. A key reason that brainstorming is unfulfilling is the lack of a formal process to 
convert the output into something valuable. Another design thinking tool we introduce here, concept development 
(tool 6), will take the output of the brainstorming process, organize it into coherent clusters, and architect the most 
compelling clusters into a robust “concept.” We moved from data to insights in our first phase; in this one, we’ll move 
from insights to ideas to concepts. Ideas often fit onto a Post-it note, but a concept requires a poster.
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F O U R  Q U E S T I O N S ,  T E N  T O O L S  3 1

It starts with the hypotheses generated by the What if question we’ve just talked about. Then it takes these new 
possibilities (which are really educated guesses about something we think is likely to be a good idea) and tests them 
by asking “Under what conditions would that hypothesis in fact be a good business?” Or—worded differently—“What 
would need to be true for my concept to be a good one?” The idea is to surface and test the assumptions underlying 
each hypothesis. The hypotheses that “pass” this first set of tests are good candidates for turning into real experi-
ments to be conducted in the marketplace. And so assumption testing (tool 7) is one of the most potent arrows in 
the designer’s—and the manager’s—quiver. Remember, the goal here is not uncovering “truth”—it is making better 
choices under conditions of uncertainty.
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What is? What if? What wows? What works?

All design is essentially hypothesis driven, which, in the design world, is shorthand for saying that the solutions 
generated are the outcome of an iterative rather than a linear process. That is, design starts with a tentative solution 
and expects to improve it through experimentation. Think of an architect’s progress through a series of representa-
tions of his or her work—sketches, to cardboard models, to wooden models, to perhaps 3D models these days—all 
before a single shovelful of dirt has been lifted at the construction site.

So having tested our assumptions as carefully as we can, given existing data, it is time to move to the real thing—
experimentation in the marketplace, which allows us to collect real-time data on our new concept. In order to do 
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F O U R  Q U E S T I O N S ,  T E N  T O O L S  3 3

A particularly powerful approach to determining what works involves inviting the customer into the conversa-
tion in an active, hands-on way. The tool we’ll use here is customer co-creation (tool 9). There is no more effective 
way to reduce the risks of any growth initiative than to engage customers in designing it. 

Improved prototype in hand, we are now ready to move into the marketplace. To accomplish this, we will offer 
a tool we call a learning launch (tool 10), which moves your developing concepts into the field. As you design the 
launch, you will want again to be explicit about the search for disconfirming data. This is the information that dis-
proves your hypotheses. It is the most valuable information to find—and the easiest to miss. To enhance your ability 
to detect it, you must lay out in advance what disconfirming data would look like.

What is? What if? What wows? What works?
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Included in the learning launch is attention to another important task: designing the on-ramp. How do you launch 
your new offering in a way that will best persuade customers to give it a try? Without trial, all that value creation 
potential is only that—potential. So you will need to pay attention to how you get to awareness of your new offering, 
and from there to trial. 

As you proceed, keep in mind some of the principles of this learning-in-action stage: Work in fast feedback cycles. 
Minimize the cost of conducting your experiments. Fail early to succeed sooner.
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F O U R  Q U E S T I O N S ,  T E N  T O O L S  3 5

PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT 
AID

PURPOSE

PMA 1
Design Brief

•	 Formalizes the growth project

•	 Defines goals, resources, 
timelines, etc.

•	 Serves as a “North Star” 
throughout the project

PMA 2
Design Criteria

•	 Sets criteria to evaluate 
alternative designs (derived 
from study of user needs and 
business requirements) 

•	 Becomes part of the  
design brief

PMA 3
Napkin Pitch

•	 Crystalizes communication 
of solution concepts (after 
brainstorming and concept 
development) 

•	 Describes each of the best few 
(3–5) solutions that meet the 
design criteria in a template 
that allows for apples-to-apples 
comparison

PMA 4
Learning Guide

•	 Defines an affordable level of 
resources to invest in learning 
whether (or not) the top 2–3 
concepts are feasible

DESIGN BRIEF
Project 
Description

Intent / 
Scope

Exploration 
Questions

Target 
Users

Research 
Plan

Expected 
Outcomes

Success 
Metrics

Project 
Planning

DESIGN CRITERIA

Design 
Goal

User 
Perceptions

Physical 
Attributes

Functional 
Attributes

Constraints

NAPKIN PITCH
CONCEPT NAME

NEED APPROACH

BENEFIT COMPETITION

NAPKIN PITCH
CONCEPT NAME

NEED APPROACH

BENEFIT COMPETITION

NAPKIN PITCH
CONCEPT NAME

NEED APPROACH

BENEFIT COMPETITION

LEARNING GUIDE
Strategic 
Intent

Remaining 
Key 
Assumptions 
to Be Tested

1
2
3
4
5

In-Market 
Test Plan

Untested Assumptions Success Metrics

1

2

3

4

5

Financial 
Capital 
to Be 
Expended

LEARNING GUIDE
Strategic 
Intent

Remaining 
Key 
Assumptions 
to Be Tested

1
2
3
4
5

In-Market 
Test Plan

Untested Assumptions Success Metrics

1

2

3

4

5

Financial 
Capital 
to Be 
Expended
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3 6  D E S I G N I N G  F O R  G R O W T H

The bottom row of our design thinking model (below) shows where each PMA fits in the process.
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1
Visualization

What is? What if? What wows? What works?

DESIGN BRIEF
Project 
Description

Intent / 
Scope

Exploration 
Questions

Target 
Users

Research 
Plan

Expected 
Outcomes

Success 
Metrics

Project 
Planning

DESIGN CRITERIA

Design 
Goal

User 
Perceptions

Physical 
Attributes

Functional 
Attributes

Constraints

NAPKIN PITCH
CONCEPT NAME

NEED APPROACH

BENEFIT COMPETITION

LEARNING GUIDE
Strategic 
Intent

Remaining 
Key 
Assumptions 
to Be Tested

1
2
3
4
5

In-Market 
Test Plan

Untested Assumptions Success Metrics

1

2

3

4

5

Financial 
Capital 
to Be 
Expended
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What is? What if? What wows? What works?

1
Visualization
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DESIGN BRIEF 
We can imagine that AARP’s Project Prepare design brief would have looked something like this:* 

Project
Description 

AARP may be able to improve relevance to its core market (Americans 50+) by helping adult children 
(Gen Y and Gen X ) achieve financial independence and “PREPARE” for their futures. 

Intent/Scope

The initial scope will focus on better understanding the needs of Gen Y and Gen X. AARP will then 
explore both for-profit and nonprofit approaches to meet their needs—with the project’s primary 
goal being positive social impact. AARP will pursue a for-profit approach if and only if AARP can use its 
resources to create a new market space that will serve the public good. 

Opportunities for AARP may include: health insurance challenges, college debt burden,  retirement 
planning, building credit, and/or improving credit card habits. 

Exploration Questions

The project will inform key strategic questions including:
1. What is the demographic/psychographic with the greatest need? What do these needs look like?
2. Can AARP provide services to Gen Y and Gen X in a way that reinforces its mission to make life better 

for Americans over 50? 
3. Should AARP provide services to the public or only to the adult children of AARP members?

Target Users
At project kick-off the target audience includes all Gen Y and Gen X. We intend to align on a more 
focused target based on ethnographic research and strategic discussion.

Research Plan
We will screen Gen Y and Gen X research participants, in order to select the 30 most relevant subjects to 
follow up with an in-home interview. 

Expected Outcomes

We expect to discover several high‐potential opportunities for AARP PREPARE to: 
1. Ensure Gen X and Gen Y have the resources to age and retire with dignity
2. Build AARP’s relevance to 50- to 65-year-old Americans by serving their children
3. Build AARP’s relevance to younger Americans to ensure future membership levels.

Success Metrics

1. Did we discover a compelling reason to PURSUE or NOT PURSUE this target market at this time?
2. Did we find any high‐potential needs or demographic/psychographic segments that represent a 

compelling opportunity for AARP?
3. Have we identified the design criteria that a service must meet to address these opportunities?

Project Planning A 3-person full‐time team will conduct the “exploration” phase over a 10‐week time frame. 

* All statements, numbers, and timelines within this document are the supposition of the authors and do not reflect the actual design brief used within AARP.© Columbia University Press



W H A T  I S ?  4 7

As you read about each tool, think about the dynamic relationship among them. When they come together 
successfully, they will point the way toward opportunities that were always there but were hidden. They feed the 
imagination for the next stage: What if.
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Visualization
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V I S U A L I Z A T I O N  5 5

three sentences of what that story was. This causes you to sit down and capture things outside 
of your own personal notes. Transparency is a really important thing. If you let things float in 
your own head for too long, you start to fall in love with them and create your own reality.” 

5. Experiment with storyboarding. Storyboards are nothing more than a series of panels that sketch out a sequence 
of events. They are a fundamental tool for visual thinking. Storyboarding involves just six simple elements:

Rectangle Setting Stick Figure

Speech Thought Tools

The rectangle provides your frame, and its background creates your setting. Stick figures represent your char-
acters, and speech and thought bubbles capture their words and thoughts. Finally, you may want to include the 
tools that they use. We’ll return to storyboarding for this chapter’s “Try This at Home” assignment.

© Columbia University Press



6 0  D E S I G N I N G  F O R  G R O W T H

Here is an example (an appropriately humble one) that will help you get started.

It was New Year’s Eve. We went to a 
lakeside B&B.

We went outside on a frozen cold
night, at the stroke of midnite ...

Just before midnite I got two
glasses of champagne ...

We hurried back in to stand by the fireplace.

Does she know? 
She must.

Will you ... I talked
too much.

I wish he
had talkedmore.

Stop being
silly. Get up!
I mean, YES!

He is so
old school.—

I know when, But 
I don’t know how.

r ing

frozen
l ake

Don’t make it a masterpiece! Limit your drawing time to 15 minutes and then share it (in all its imperfect glory) 
with your significant other. Or even ask him or her to draw a version and compare the two.

What did you notice about the process of creating this storyboard? It’s hard to restrict the story to four frames, 
isn’t it? Figuring out the core parts of the story is always challenging, but your audience will thank you.

What did you notice about your significant other’s reaction? Did it make a connection with him? Did it cause her 
to reflect on the event, perhaps even revise it a bit? If the two of you each drew a storyboard, how are they similar 
and different? What can you learn from this?

Want more practice? Play Pictionary with your friends, family, or coworkers on a regular basis. A weekly com-
petition will increase your visual thinking capabilities exponentially.© Columbia University Press



J O U R N E Y  M A P P I N G  6 3

Getting Started

Here’s how journey mapping typically works, illustrated with a recent journey mapping project undertaken at 
the Darden School of Business:

1. Select the customers whose experience you want to understand more fully. Spend some time investigating 
the context in which they do the “job” that your offering contributes to. Secondary data sources like websites 
and blogs are often a good place to begin.

A faculty/student team undertook the mapping of the MBA student’s journey at Darden. The 
aim was to improve the educational experience and increase student satisfaction. As team 
members began the project, they reviewed a wealth of published information about this gen-
eration of students.

2. Lay out your hypothetical view of what the customer’s journey looks like from beginning to end. Be sure to 
include all steps in the journey, not just the ones in which your firm participates.

The MBA mapping team identified 12 key steps in the MBA journey, beginning with the deci-
sion to investigate getting the degree and ending with graduation.

Decide Start First Year Second Year

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
• Research
• Network
• Visit 
 Schools
• Commit

• Plan for
 Darden
• Move
• Prep

• Pre Darden
 Socials
• Pre-Mats
• Tests

• LT/Section
• Cold Calls
• Class
 Discussion
• Time Mgmt
• Exams

• Briefings
• Job Search
• Club
 Activities

• Social
 Traditions
• Emotions
• Relationships

• Career
 Planning
• Internship 
 O�er
• Accepting
 O�er
• Abroad Exp

• Club 
 Elections
• Internship
• Academic
 Reflection

• Summer
 Offer/Not
• Full Time
 Recruiting

• SY Program
• Class
• Discussion

• Club
 Leadership
• Mentoring
• Social
 Traditions

• More Time
• Full Time
 Offer/Not
• Graduation

H
ig

h
Lo

w
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J O U R N E Y  M A P P I N G  6 7

7. Study the themes you have uncovered to identify a number of dimensions, usually psychographic rather than 
demographic, that you believe help reveal the differences in your data. We find a list of universal human needs, 
compiled by the Center for Nonviolent Communication, to be very useful in generating dimensions and have 
included it in the Appendix.

The Darden mapping team identified the following potentially differentiating dimensions:

introvert

footloose

embrace debate

culturally malleable

ask for help

high con�dence

laser focus

extension of college

identify with dominant culture

pragmatist (career advancement)

extrovert

outside obligations

avoid debate

culturally rigid

help yourself

high humility

open exploring

extension of career

identity with micro culture

purist (holistic learner)

A more-sophisticated version of journey mapping continues by creating a set of personas:

8. Select the two dimensions that you feel are most revealing. This will create a 2x2 matrix, in which each quad-
rant represents an archetypal persona.

© Columbia University Press



6 8  D E S I G N I N G  F O R  G R O W T H

The Darden team created the matrix using the two dimensions selected:

Mainstream MBAs  
are focused on why 
they’re here and what 
they want; The most 
likely to be satisfied with 
the status quo

Happy Wanderers  
tend to find their 
niche in the Darden 
community but may 
struggle to get placed in 
internships/jobs

Map-Makers  
are challenged to find 
community (must make their 
own maps); Have broader 
expectations and more 
diverse needs; Least likely to 
be satisfied at Darden

Mature Ticket-Punchers  
are more “adult” or 
specialized in their 
interests; Tend to do OK 
academically but socially 
they subsist outside the 
mainstream (they ask less 
and add less)

9. Position each interviewee into one of the quadrants. Describe the archetype as fully as possible, focusing on 
the demographics and psychographics that make this archetype unique.

© Columbia University Press



7 0  D E S I G N I N G  F O R  G R O W T H

10. Map the journey of each persona. Each persona should reveal its own set of low points. These are the “pain 
points” that represent the most valuable innovation opportunities for that customer type. Some low points may 
be shared across personas, making them a particularly fruitful target for innovation.

Here is Scott, the happy wanderer’s, Darden journey:

Decide Start First Year Second Year

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
• Research
• Network
• Visit 
 Schools
• Commit

• Plan for
 Darden
• Move
• Prep

• Pre Darden
 Socials
• Pre-Mats
• Tests

• LT/Section
• Cold Calls
• Class
 Discussion
• Time Mgmt
• Exams

• Briefings
• Job Search
• Club
 Activities

• Social
 Traditions
• Emotions
• Relationships

• Career
 Planning
• Internship 
 O�er
• Accepting
 O�er
• Abroad Exp

• Club 
 Elections
• Internship
• Academic
 Reflection

• Summer
 Offer/Not
• Full Time
 Recruiting

• SY Program
• Class
• Discussion

• Club
 Leadership
• Mentoring
• Social
 Traditions

• More Time
• Full Time
 Offer/Not
• Graduation

H
ig

h
Lo

w

Looking at Scott’s journey map, we can make many observations. For example, his three most 
significant pain points involved his decision about what school to attend (too many choices), 
the job search (again, too many choices and not enough time to pursue all of them and study), 
and some classroom issues (other students are not as committed to their studies). All suggest 
fruitful innovation opportunities.

The MBA journey mapping project gave faculty an insight into the lives of students that pro-
foundly altered many of their beliefs about the Darden experience. After a presentation by 
student members of the mapping team, one long-tenured faculty member commented, “I’ve 
learned more about the real lives of our students in the last hour than I have in the last 20 years!”

© Columbia University Press



7 2  D E S I G N I N G  F O R  G R O W T H

Try This at Home

Pick an everyday process, such as taking your child to school in the morning. Follow these steps to map the 
journey. Remember, the focus is on representing What is, not on brainstorming new possibilities.

1. List eight to ten steps in the process, starting with “Child wakes up” and ending with “School day starts.”
2. Take an 8 1/2-by-11-inch sheet of paper and orient it horizontally in front of you. Draw a horizontal line across 

it, towards the top of the page. Plot the eight to ten steps as points on the journey represented by numbered 
circles. Above each step, label the person or institution that is primarily responsible.

Mom

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DadChild ChildMom MomSchool

H
ig

h
Lo

w
“Bacon!” “I get to sit next 

to my best friend.”

“Awesome! Snack 
in my lunchbox.”

“I don’t want to 
go to school.” “No time for breakfast.” “I missed the bus.”

“I forgot my 
homework.”

The resulting map contains the full sequence of steps but shows the entire journey as neutral. Now we can make 
some judgments about the experience.

3. Start by drawing a large rectangle below the journey map that runs the length of the journey. Divide the 
rectangle in half horizontally. On the left side of the paper, label the area above the horizon line as emotional 
high points and the area below as low points. This will let you capture the range of emotional highs and lows.

Now you will map the emotional highs and lows of the journey from your child’s point of view. 

4. Draw the best case scenario of the emotions that your child would experience throughout the journey. If 
everything went smoothly, what would be the best parts? Which parts would still be negative emotionally? 
Make a list of three or four emotional high points you have observed (or heard about from your child) and 
plot those points along the journey in the “emotional highs.” Label each high point with a short description, 
such as “gets to sit next to friend.” Connect the dots of the best case scenario with a smooth blue line.  

5. Next, draw the worst case scenario of the emotions that your child would experience throughout the journey. 
If everything went wrong, what would be the worst parts of the journey? Which parts would still be positive 
emotionally? Start by making a list of three or four emotional low points and plot those points along the © Columbia University Press
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journey in the  “emotional lows” box. Label each low point with a short description, such as “misses the bus.” 
(Note: A key step can often contain emotional highs and lows.) Connect the dots of the worst case scenario 
with a smooth black line.  

Mom

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DadChild ChildMom MomSchool

H
ig

h
Lo

w

“Bacon!” “I get to sit next 
to my best friend.”

“Awesome! Snack 
in my lunchbox.”

“I don’t want to 
go to school.” “No time for breakfast.” “I missed the bus.”

“I forgot my 
homework.”

6. Reflect on your work. Now the journey map reflects multiple dimensions: Sequence, responsible party, and 
emotional variability. Look at the entire map and see what jumps out at you. Which steps have low points 
but not high points? What might be some unmet needs for your child? For you? Where do your emotional 
low points occur?

7. As the final step in the process, make a list of two or three possible unmet needs for you and for your child. 
As a reference, consider these ten needs from Center for Nonviolent Communication’s list of universal hu-
man needs:

Connection Physical Well-being Peace Autonomy

Affection
Consideration
Inclusion
Safety

Rest/sleep Ease
Harmony
Inspiration

Choice
Independence

The goal isn’t to nail it; the goal is to identify new hypotheses that may help you reinvent the process. For what 
it’s worth, an acquaintance told us her daughter came up with the idea of wearing her clothes to bed in order to have 
enough time in the morning to wake up gently and eat a proper breakfast before school. An unorthodox solution, 
but one that met the needs of that family! 

© Columbia University Press
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detailed map. You can later collapse clusters of activities that do not need to be viewed separately. If you start out 
very broadly, you may miss important activities that are invisible at too aggregated a level but could be broken 
apart to create strategic advantage.

A typical value chain might include these kinds of clusters:

Component 
Supply 

Activities
Manufacturing Distribution Sales Service End User

Remember also that we are introducing an artificial linearity to the process, as these activities do not occur in a 
single stream or in the same order each time. Designers (and some businesspeople) prefer the term “ecosystem” 
for just this reason.

To appreciate the significance of understanding your value chain as you make growth deci-
sions, consider events of the last decade or so in the personal computing value chain. PCs 
moved into mainstream use in both business and the home in the early 1990s. At the time, 
the major component suppliers for a PC were microprocessor, software, and other peripherals 
manufacturers. These components were assembled by “box” manufacturers and sold to end 
users through mega computer retailers such as CompUSA. Sales representatives from each of 
the large manufacturers handled corporate sales. All these players worked together to deliver 
the final value proposition to end customers: the functionality of personal computing. Two 
distinct ecosystems, or value chains, emerged. One consisted of IBM and so-called IBM clones. 
The other was Apple. The IBM computers used Microsoft and Intel products. Apple went its 
own way. Even though many believed the Microsoft system to be inferior to Apple’s in terms 
of user friendliness and functionality, the ability of other manufacturers to reverse-engineer 
IBM-compatible computers drove down the price and drove up the popularity of the offerings 
in the so-called “Wintel” (“Windows” and “Intel”) chain. Market share estimates were hard 
to come by, but estimates are that by 1985, IBM-compatible machines had grabbed half the 
market share. By 1994, they had topped 90 percent.

© Columbia University Press
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7. Identify themes related to bargaining power, capabilities, partners, and defensibility. 

As this cautionary tale emphasizes, analyzing the existing value chain often offers important 
clues about the most attractive positions, how to capture your fair share of the value the entire 
chain creates, and how to avoid the forces of commoditization. You need to consider all these 
elements when deciding where to place your growth bets. 

Component 
Supply 

Activities
Manufacturing Distribution Sales Service End User

Making the business case

What is the potential value capture of di�erent roles in the network?

• Who drives performance?
• Who has customer loyalty?
• Where does the strategic intent align and diverge?

The capabilities question

For each activity cluster in the value chain, what 
skills and processes are needed to succeed?

Making the customer case

How does the network create and 
enhance value as de�ned by the customer?

The positioning question

Where are we vulnerable?
What possibilities exist to shift/strengthen our role in ways that 
improve our ability to create and capture value?
What new capabilities do we need to develop or improve to do this?
Who should our partners be?

When you put together the hypothetical qualities of an attractive opportunity on the business side, and add 
insights from other sources like journey mapping, you’ve got a formula for specifying the key attributes of both the 
customer and the business case for your innovation. We’ll move on to that process with the next tool: mind mapping.

© Columbia University Press
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DESIGN CRITERIA 
The design criteria are an addendum to the design brief. They further articulate a project’s scope and 
direction for the What if stage.  We can imagine that Brivo’s design criteria would have summarized the 
learnings of the What is stage into something like the template below:*

Design Goal

Brivo will create a scalable, Internet-based software solution for one of the following customer pain points:

1. Finding rare items to purchase online is not easy.
2. Qualifying for group discounts on e-commerce purchases, as a single buyer, is not possible.
3. Buying repeat items, such as regular household consumables, is more trouble than it should be.
4. Working couples cannot be home to receive deliveries; a residential delivery requires an average of 

2.2 attempts. 

User Perceptions
•	 Easy to use
•	 Secure and trusted

Physical Attributes

Any device designed to solve pain point 4 must be:

•	 Theft-proof
•	 Weatherproof
•	 Large enough to receive a shoebox-sized item
•	 Relatively easy to install and maintain

Functional Attributes

•	 Must make e-commerce easier for users
•	 Should make e-commerce easier for another stakeholder, e.g., retailers or delivery services
•	 Must position Brivo in the e-commerce information stream and  generate useful data for shippers, 

delivery agencies, and users
•	 Should create network effects that would allow it to go viral (maybe by rewarding users for  

enrolling others)

Constraints
•	 A proof-of-concept model must be possible within 6 months. 
•	 Any solution must be positioned in a way that helps the existing ecosystem of e-commerce delivery 

rather than directly competing with it or hindering it. 

* All statements, numbers, and timelines within this document are the supposition of the authors and do not reflect the actual design criteria used within Brivo.© Columbia University Press
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Tools in This Section

The What if stage includes the brainstorming and concept development tools. It ends with our third project 
management aid, the napkin pitch, which helps you summarize the main attributes of your concepts and start work-
ing with them. Brainstorming (and its trendier synonym, ideation) causes many businesspeople to recoil. Trust us, 
you can do this. We share Larry Keeley’s confidence that the results depend more on disciplined execution than on 
blue-sky creativity. The key is to approach brainstorming the right way and couple it with concept development to 
translate your ideas into concrete, fully developed concepts.
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CONTRA-LOGIC AND THE FINE DINING INDUSTRY

One of our favorite ways to trigger new insights is to invite brainstorm participants to act as contrarians. 
But instead of asking them to contradict everything, we focus their attention on the underlying elements 
that make the current business work. We call these the “dominant logic” of the business. For example, 
imagine you are a recent graduate of the Culinary Institute of America and you’re looking for an 
innovative way to provide high-end gastronomical experiences. We could define the dominant logic of 
the fine dining market like this, according to the flow of goods, information, and money:

DOMINANT LOGIC CONTRA-LOGIC

Physical Flows

1. Fresh food from nearby markets
2. Seasonal ingredients
3. Location: High-end retail storefront
4. Food prepared to order
5. Mostly low-wage workers
6. Food consumed on-premises

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Information Flows

7. Customers read reviews
8. Advertise in regional magazines
9. 60% reservations, 40% walk-in
10. Food management software

7.
8.
9.
10.

Financial Flows
11. Pay for food supplies daily
12. Customers pay after dining

11.
12.

Rather than try to upset all flows at once, we might ask a brainstorming team to focus on changing one or two to see 

what new combinations are possible. For example, if we change Physical Flow 3 to “Airstream trailer,” we have a new experi-

ence where the food can travel to customers willing to try a high-end dining experience outside their building or even at 

their favorite National Park. This eliminates a high-cost element of the traditional business model—real estate—and opens 

up amazing possibilities. If we change Physical Flow 6 to “Food frozen and eaten at a later date,” we have created a prepared-

meals business model. Finally, if we change Physical Flow 5 to “Recently released prisoners seeking to build new life skills,” we 

have DC Central Kitchen, a widely emulated community-development model that also provides great food. 

© Columbia University Press
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Remember Diane Ty at AARP and Project Prepare for the under-50 financially challenged? Diane and her team 
moved through the What if stage, brainstorming and then creating a number of different concepts for a new web-
site—all under the banner of “helping people of all ages make smarter choices today for a better life tomorrow.”

Two of the concepts are captured in the following napkin pitches. The first was built around the idea of a lending 
community for debt repayment. The idea was to give Gen Y members (and others) a boost so that they could manage 
debt and begin to develop savings habits. AARP would facilitate this by providing contract templates, interactive 
tools, and payment plans to its members and those to whom members provide financial support.

NAPKIN PITCH: Lending Community for Debt Repayment

Need 
Debt Management
Gen Y customers with student loans:

•	 Feel dread of being “alone with debt forever,” which 
can create apathy toward debt management

•	 May not understand how to prioritize payment 
of different types of debt (i.e., credit card debt vs. 
student loans vs. home loans) 

•	 Parents/relatives have difficulty collecting money 
when they make informal loans to “help out”

•	 Face a downward spiral of debt

Approach 
AARP provides contract templates, payment plans, and/
or billing mechanism. 

•	 AARP could help its members formalize their 
approach to providing money to their adult children

•	 AARP could provide flexible templates for contracts 
and payment plans (and recommendations for how 
to best leverage them)

•	 AARP could work with a partner to provide a no-cost 
or low-cost formal billing mechanism

Benefit 
•	 Gen Y users gain a “new lease on life” by getting out 

from under the treadmill of servicing student debt

•	 Gen Y users can still learn responsible debt 
repayment but at significantly lower interest rates 

•	 Parents/relatives have a formal contract that is agreed 
to for loan repayment 

•	 Parents/relatives can still “help out” financially, 
without interfering with growth of financial 
independence and responsibility

Other Service Providers* 
•	 Circle-lending platforms

•	 Traditional loan servicers

•	 Lawyers

•	 Informal community lending

*This quadrant would generally be labeled “Competition,” but nonprofit organizations do not technically have competitors.© Columbia University Press
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The second concept focused on life planning through various visualization tools, such as professional guidance 
provided by volunteer financial experts, interactive financial resources, and an ongoing community discussion.

NAPKIN PITCH: Life Plan Visualization

Need 
Life Planning
Gen Y customers in the Overwhelmed, Catastrophic, 
Optimistic, and Achieving segments ALL:

•	 Face important life decisions

•	 Struggle to visualize the impact of financial decisions 
on their lifestyle and lifestyle decisions on their 
finances 

•	 Struggle to weigh the importance of different 
demands on their finances

Approach 
A virtual reality where users can visualize various 
lifestyle trajectories and get advice on life stage 
decisions. Possible features could include: 

•	 A lifestyle and life event simulation tool

•	 Narrative component to explain common pitfalls and 
offer advice

•	 Highly graphical, highly interactive visualization that 
aggregates multiple financially complex decisions 
into a simple, approachable diagram

•	 Inspirational & Individual: “Write Your Own 
Adventure” or “Your American Dream”

•	 Fun: “Game of Life” or “Second Life” world where 
avatars encounter life stages

•	 AARP 50+ members serve as online mentors 

•	 Financial experts provide pro bono advice

Benefit 
•	 Gen Y users are freed to pursue their “Dream” by 

allaying fears associated with dramatic life changes

•	 Gen Y users can receive personal guidance  from 
experienced advisors who have “been there, done 
that”

•	 AARP 50+ members may find it rewarding to serve as 
community mentors

Other Service Providers* 
•	 For-profit, in-person financial advisors

•	 For-profit, phone-based financial advisors  
(e.g., Charles Schwab) 

•	 Financial diagnostic quizzes offered by financial 
institutions (e.g., USAA)

•	 Newspaper and online advice columnists

*This quadrant would generally be labeled “Competition,” but nonprofit organizations do not technically have competitors.

© Columbia University Press
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“ Thinking in time has three components. One is recognition that the future has no place to come 
from but the past; hence, the past has predictive value. Another element is recognition that what 
matters for the future in the present is departures from the past, alterations, changes, which 
prospectively or actually divert familiar flows from accustomed channels … A third component 
is continuous comparison, an almost constant oscillation from the present to future to past and 
back, heedful of prospective change, concerned to expedite, limit, guide, counter, or accept it as 
the fruits of such comparison suggest.”1

Thinking in time is the iterative process that Diane described above. If it seems a bit like solving a simultaneous 
equation, that’s because it is. Typically, the wow zone for a business concept occurs at the intersection of three criteria: 
Customers have to want it, the firm has to be able to produce and deliver it, and doing so has to allow the organization 
to achieve its business objectives. For Siemens Building Automation, the Reward Store solution (which we described 
in Chapter 8) sat at that intersection. And it was compelling because it solved the problem of customers’ ad hoc repair 
requests while leveraging the division’s most abundant asset: the service technician. However, the participation of 
service technicians also represented a key assumption that needed to be tested. 

Customer Wow!
Customer gets ad 

hoc proposal 
instantly; request is 
ful�lled within days

Execution Wow!
Service techs are 
already on-site; they 
create T&M proposals 
easily using their 
handheld device

Economics Wow!
Time and material 

proposals, once 
accepted by client, are 

paid via the monthly 
contract billing

Caution! Key 
Assumption to Test
Will service techs 
voluntarily enroll in 
the program and 
participate actively?

Siemens 
Reward Store

customers 
want it

economics 
can sustain it

the �rm can 
produce it

© Columbia University Press
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Tools in This Section

The two tools in this section begin to transform your napkin pitch concepts into actual marketable offerings. 
Assumption testing identifies and begins to test, using thought experiments, key assumptions upon which a con-
cept’s success hinges. Rapid prototyping works to express a proposed concept in the most efficient form for further 
exploration, testing, and refinement.

These tools reflect a balance between focusing on what’s missing (insight into the key assumptions and what we 
don’t know) and what’s present (embodied in the prototype). Of course, the two must inform each other en route to 
figuring out What wows. As you read these chapters, observe the interaction between what you know and what you 
don’t know. This goes to the heart of the kind of uncertainty you need to pay attention to when designing for growth. 

The overarching goal of What wows is to express new concepts in ways that showcase the amazing elements 
while you iterate to improve the weaker ones. And we want to remind you again that the life of a growth project is 
far less linear than the lineup of our tools suggests. Especially in this stage, assumption testing, prototyping, and 
even customer co-creation (which we’ve placed in the next stage, What works, but could just as easily occur as part of  
What wows or even What if) interact in an iterative dance as we use what we learn to refine our concepts.
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“ The first Oscar 3D prototype was actually an Igloo cooler with this hideous electronic brain and 
keypad bolted onto it. It used a cannibalized RIM (Blackberry) radio to connect to the Internet. 
That gave us confidence that our operating system would work, but it was too clunky and crude 
for a VC meeting. So we built a miniature version of Oscar with elegant, rounded lines, and we 
hooked up an external keypad. We took it to [blue chip VC] in New York and it looked great 
on the mahogany table in their conference room. The partner entered the access code on the 
keypad, and about 45 seconds later his Blackberry buzzed with an e-mail message from our 
operations center saying, ‘Your Amazon.com order was just delivered.’ Then we had him try the 
key code several more times, to make sure it would expire after a single use. Another message hit 
his Blackberry: ‘The key code from your recent Amazon.com order was reentered three times, 
but it is only valid for a single use.’ We watched him reading his Blackberry and saw the smile 
spread across his face. His head started to nod ‘Yes.’ The mini-Oscar was pure magic.”

Early prototype

• Concept sketch (2D)
• Time to create: 5 minutes
• Materials cost: $1

Functional prototype

• Retrofitted cooler (3D)
• Magnetic door strike attached
• Keypad attached
• Time to create: 3 days
• Materials cost: $600

Market test prototype

• Original design by IDEO
• Fully functional
• Required original tooling
• Time to create: 3 months 
• Materials cost: >$10,000 
 (due to tooling cost)

© Columbia University Press
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LEARNING GUIDE 
We can imagine that Crowe’s  learning guide would have summarized the goals of the What works 
phase into something like the template below:*

Strategic Intent 

Introduce inventory management software for car dealerships that (a) lets a dealership easily identify 
slow-moving cars and price them according to their true cost of carrying, and (b) informs the dealership’s 
future ordering process to minimize likely slow movers. The overall goal is to improve the dealership’s 
per-car yield for an affordable one-time software investment and minimal ongoing maintenance cost.

Remaining Key 
Assumptions to  
Be Tested 

•	 Dealership staff will enter data into the system within one day of a car’s arrival on the lot with 99%+ 
compliance

•	 The current sales incentive model can accommodate this new information in the workflow and create 
a win-win for management and salespeople

In-Market Test Plan

Untested Assumptions Success Metric for Learning Launch 

1. Dealership staff will enter data into the 
system within one day of a car’s arrival 
on the lot with 99%+ compliance

2. The current sales incentive model can 
accommodate this new information in 
the workflow and create a win-win

•	 Dealership staff enter new-car data 
accurately within 36 hours of arrival for 
95% of new cars arriving during 60-day trial 
period (to allow for learning curve)

•	 Of 24 salespeople involved, 80% rate the 
system as either “good” or “excellent”

•	 Same ratings from the six managers involved

Financial Capital  
to Be Expended

Learning launch of standalone software prototype for 60 days at two dealerships will require the  
following resources:

•	 Learning launch manager + 1 support staff, both part-time on program
•	 Not to exceed 200 hours of professional staff time
•	 Software modification budget of 50 hours if necessary
•	 Not to exceed $5,000 in out-of-pocket expenses for travel 

* All statements, numbers, and timelines within this document are the supposition of the authors and do not reflect the actual learning guide used within  
Crowe Horwath. © Columbia University Press
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As you explore the tools in this section, remember that you may yet decide that none of the new offerings are 
feasible. This is when you find out, and you must retain your design thinking mind-set throughout—that is, you 
must stay focused on learning (as supported by the learning guide) and open to insights that could take you in un-
expected directions.

Tools in This Section

This section introduces the final tools in the design thinking tool kit. Customer co-creation invites a few po-
tential customers to collaborate with you—by playing with rough prototypes—in order to develop an offering that 
truly meets their needs. During the learning launch, you then take an improved prototype into the market for an 
extended experiment designed to test the remaining key assumptions that stand between your concept and its full 
commercial development. Now, instead of “trying this at home,” we are ready to try it in the market. 

What is? What if? What wows? What works?
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the solution on the basis of customers’ input. Make your prototype too polished and they may feel that the right 
answer is, “Looks great!” 

As Diane Ty of AARP explains it:

“ The most critical thing is not being afraid to make a mistake. You have to be willing to make a 
call and then if you’re wrong, be okay with that—this is a big leap of faith for me because I have a 
bit of a perfectionist mentality. To put stuff out there that’s unfinished is hard. But I know that it’s 
going to be a net positive because whatever my team and I put together will only get us a certain 
percentage of the way there. To make it really good I needed to be okay with getting it out there 
unfinished to then get the consumer input to make it better and closer to what it needed to be.” 

Leaving parts of the concept incomplete is a great way to elicit the customer’s creativity and competence. Even 
if you know how your firm will want to fill in the blank spaces, it can be illuminating to see what actual users 
come up with. For example, AARP presented a rough paper prototype of its Life Plan Visualization concept 
to co-creation participants with the “Understand Your Nest Egg” tool. Listening to participants describe what 
they would expect to find after they clicked the button at the bottom, AARP team members realized that a Life 
Plan Visualization would most likely be used for self-education and self-motivation instead of for planning.

Tool 1: Visualize Your Nest Egg
• After retirement, your annual income will come from the money you have saved while you worked

• An interactive tool would allow you to calculate your post-retirement annual income based on 
 how much money you save per year AND your planned retirement age

Click here to calibrate your 
own Nest Egg savings plan

Age

Retirement 
at age 62

Total nest 
egg value: 

$1.2 million
=

Post-retirement annual income: 

$30,000 a year

savings
expected annual income

expected annual expensesA
nn

ua
l $

 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
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5. Be ready for moments of stark terror. Talk about design thinking often sounds rosy and aspirational—a clear 
signal to the experienced manager to run, not walk, to the nearest exit. Jacqui warned us: “When I catch up 
with people who are genuinely trying to implement design, our conversations aren’t about bragging about what 
we’ve accomplished; it’s more like a therapy support group where we use reassurance and encouragement from 
others just to keep going.”

In fact, there are predictable moments of truth in a design thinking project, moments that may precipitate feel-
ings of stark terror and test your reserves of personal courage. It is said that forewarned is forearmed. In that 
spirit, we asked a group of respected design thinkers to share some of their moments of stark terror. Here are 
the top six, in chronological order.

What is? What if? What wows? What works?? $

Self-doubt
The dread of 
the unknown as 
you start out.

The debut
Ready for learning 
launch … but are 
you really ready?

Ethnography results
Provocative insights … 
but from a sample size of 
11 research subjects?

After the brainstorm
500 sticky notes, but 
mostly ideas we’ve 
had before

The short list
Three new concepts 
that customers will 
co-create around … 
but the executive 
sponsor was 
expecting the iPod

Drowning in data
In-depth interviews, 
observation, call center 
transcripts, camera 
journals … but what is 
it all saying?

The self-doubt moment. This is when it dawns on you: “I just promised WHAT? By WHEN? With only WHAT 
resources to get it done?” After pitching and re-pitching your project, you expected to enjoy the thrill of victory 
and instead are suffering the dread of the unknown.

© Columbia University Press
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DESIGN BRIEF

Project
Description 

What is the business problem or opportunity?
Describe the project in a few sentences, as you would in an “elevator pitch.” 

Intent Scope
What is within the scope of the project and what is outside it?
What efforts sit adjacent to this particular project?

Exploration Questions
What key questions will you need to answer through your research? 
These may include customer needs to understand better, emerging technical possibilities, and new 
business models.

Target Users
Who are you designing for?
Try to be as specific as possible. Whom do you need to understand? Why are they important? 

Research Plan
How will you explore your opportunity space?
You will need a plan, including a timetable and milestones, for both primary and secondary research.

Expected Outcomes What outcomes would you like to see?

Success Metrics How will you measure success?

Project Planning
What resources do you need? Why? At what stages?
What is creating the time urgency? What is the relevant time frame for fulfilling the brief?
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2 0 6  D E S I G N I N G  F O R  G R O W T H

PMA 2: The Design Criteria

The design criteria PMA is a succinct expression of the ideal end state of your growth project. It captures your 
conclusions from the What is stage and provides the yardstick by which possible solutions will be evaluated. Notice 
that the design criteria do not tell you what to make or how to make it; instead, they describe the attributes of an 
ideal solution. They are a concise list of relevant constraints and aspirations for the solution. In this, they represent 
an extension of the design brief, including information you lacked at the start of the process.

When to use it: You develop design criteria at the bridge between What is and What if. They are often communicated 
to the executive sponsor and other stakeholders as an indicator of the progress and direction of the growth project. 

Why the design criteria de-risk your growth project: During What is, you glean new insights from many sources. 
As a result, growth projects can suffer from information overload. The design criteria distill the incoming data, separate 
the signal from the noise, and tell you what you truly believe about the ideal solution. Projects that cannot generate 
concise design criteria become rudderless ships, floating in a sea of data and never arriving at terra firma.

DESIGN  
BRIEF X

Defines the challenge 
this project intends to 
solve, the resources it 
will use, the timing, etc.

DESIGN CRITERIA TO FULFILL 
DESIGN BRIEF X

Describes the attributes of an ideal solution to the 
design brief, which become know during What is

DESIGN CRITERIA

Design 
Goal

User 
Perceptions

Physical 
Attributes

Functional 
Attributes

Constraints
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DESIGN CRITERIA

Design Goal

•	 What have you learned about the target customer?
•	 What needs (functional, emotional, psychological, social) does the design have to fulfill for the  

target customer? 
•	 Why is it strategically important for your organization to address those needs? 

User Perceptions

•	 How important is your proposed offering to the target customer’s well-being? 
•	 Are there aesthetic attributes necessary to succeed with the target customer?
•	 Does the target customer expect the offering to have certain social, ethical, or ecological attributes? 
•	 What does ease-of-use mean to the target customer? 

Physical Attributes

•	 Must the offering be able to capture, store, and /or transmit information about usage?
•	 Does the offering need to be designed for use in specific environments or situations? 
•	 Are there weight or size considerations for lifting, use, or transport? 
•	 Are there memory, bandwidth, or connectivity issues? 

Functional Attributes
•	 Does the design of the offering need to accommodate specific use-case scenarios? List them in order 

of importance to the target customer.
•	 Does the design need to address compatibility or standards issues?

Constraints

•	 Does the final offering need to be completed by a specific date?
•	 What constraints does your current business impose (the offering must use the existing manufacturing 

base, provide higher profit margins than current offerings, leverage proprietary technologies, etc.)? 
•	 Are there ecosystem and regulatory concerns (height of shelves at retailers, OSHA regulations, etc.)? 
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NAPKIN PITCH: Concept Name

Need 
•	 What customer wants this?
•	 What unmet need(s) does it serve?

Approach 
•	 What asset or capability does this leverage?
•	 How would it create value?
•	 How will our company create a sustainable advantage?

Benefit 
•	 How will the customer benefit?
•	 How will our company benefit?
•	 What other parties will benefit?

Competition
•	 What firms currently serve this need?
•	 How will they respond to our entry?
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LEARNING GUIDE

Strategic Intent 
Describe in two to three sentences (maximum) what this project is setting out to achieve, both for 
consumers and for the firm.

Remaining Key 
Assumptions to  
Be Tested 

List the key assumptions about the concept that you have not yet been able to test with the data you 
already have. (For more on assumption testing, see Chapter 9.) 

In-Market Test Plan

Define which assumptions are most important to answer during this phase. For each one, define what 
constitutes a successful test by specifying one or more metrics. 

Here is a good format to use:

Untested Assumptions Success Metric for Learning Launch 

1. (Short description of a key assumption to 
be tested)

Define how it will be measured and what the 
threshold for success will be

Financial Capital  
to Be Expended

Testing these assumptions is deemed to be an acceptable use of the financial resources noted below, 
even if the results discourage future investment in the growth concept.

Describe the capital resources (budget, people) that will be made available during the What works phase 
to test key assumptions in the marketplace, whether through co-creation or formal learning launches. 
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